[Results of 1043 prenatal cytogenetic studies: retrospective study in the context of applicability of interphase FISH in prenatal diagnosis]].
The risk of aneuploidy in a fetus is the main reason for referral in approximately 80% of prenatal studies. Recently, a new method for rapid detection of the most frequent aneuploidies affecting chromosomes 13, 18, 21, X and Y has been developed. Fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) on uncultured fetal cells with probes specific for these chromosomes has been described which enables diagnosing aneuploidies within 24 to 48 hours. The purpose of the study was evaluation of clinical utility of this new method in prenatal diagnostics. Retrospective analysis of the results of 1043 prenatal cytogenetic studies performed with conventional banding methods was done. Number and type of chromosomal abnormalities found in different categories of indications with special emphasis on aberrations undetectable by FISH were analysed. Chromosomal aberrations were found in 4.7% studies. The frequency of aneuploidies was 1.8% accounting for 35.8% of all diagnosed chromosomal abnormalities. In the group of 854 studies performed for elevated risk of aneuploidy it accounted for 60.7% (17/28) abnormalities. All other aberrations could not be detected by FISH with probes for most frequent aneuploidies. Among them, there were 6 unbalanced: del (8) and pseudic (15) with known abnormal phenotype and 4 marker chromosomes with unknown clinical consequences. Three other abnormalities were balanced but familial origin of them was documented. A karyotype using classical banding methods should be performed whatever the indication of prenatal study is. It is the only fully informative method able to detect all chromosomal abnormalities. Interphase FISH assay must be considered as a complementary procedure to fetal karyotype analysis as it is designed only for aneuploidy identification. However it may be a very useful method for rapid diagnosis in specific clinical conditions especially in the cases of high risk of aneuploidy.